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Over the years IICD has been working
to prepare responsible and enigmatic
craft designers. This year the IICD family
welcomed a whopping 159 new members,
the highest since its inception. The
Government of Rajasthan, has been very
supportive in terms of Governing council
nominations as well as crucial & timely
advice. I am proud to say that IICD has
bagged the award for the Craft Institute/
Academy of the year 2017 at the First
International Craft Awards 2017, held on
14th October, 2017.

C hairp e r s on ’ s
Madhu Neotia

In the age of rapid changes for both lifestyle
as well as culture, crafts are the window of
democratic ideas, this where diversity of our
rich culture and heritage is celebrated. The
craftsmen are the unseen warriors of the
micro economy of our nation, sustaining
it one handmade object at a time. There
is unlimited scope of innovation for using
craft to resolve beauty in design objects.
What it lacks is organisational economic
studio model, and that is where design
and craft designers play a crucial role by
bringing in better technology, management
and entrepreneurial skills.
This year, Dr. Toolika Gupta, who is a Fashion
and Textile consultant and is a researcher
with a PhD in History of Arts in Dress and
Textiles from the University of Glasgow,
has joined as the Director in the place of Mr.
Ravi Mathur. The new Director along with

the new expanded faculty portfolio has put
together holistic development plans for the
institute.
The institute building has been expanded
to accommodate new entrants, the library
is under a big renovation in reaction to new
methods of learning and co-working. The
institute will also start awarding Degrees in
place of Diplomas for the newly admitted
batch. New initiatives have been taken up
to deepen the academic inputs so that
students are able to take full advantage of
their study in pursuing their career in future.
We also have a motivated team of
administrative and support staff members.
I would like to place on record my
appreciation for all the committed efforts
taken up by the IICD team in taking the
mandate of the institution further. I am
hopeful that with all these efforts, IICD
will achieve new standards of academic
excellence in coming years.
I convey my greetings and best wishes to
all the graduates and I wish them a very
rewarding career ahead. I hope that they
will contribute wholeheartedly towards the
mission of the institute.

Now that you are here, my young designers,
after a long journey of submissions, home
works, happy and sad moments, you
deserve your diplomas. After an exciting
journey of the Craft Design program at
IICD, you move on to the world with many
dreams and promises.
It is good to dream and great to be grounded.
It sounds difficult, but it is achievable. You
have the power to craft your own lives, you
have to believe in it. Design each day with
faith, love and promise to work. Those who
only work for money may never get it, be a
person with a vision, think what each day
and each work is adding to your life.

D ir e ctor ’ s

Nirupan, meaning representation is the
collection of the culmination of Design
ideas that you students have realised
into products. Such wonderful and useful
handcrafted products are a visual treat
and an inspiration to the budding designers
across the country.

Dr. Toolika gupta
Also never forget the hands that have helped
to mould you. The faculty and staff at IICD
has supported your journey throughout the
years spent here. We wish you good luck for
all your future endeavours.

D e an ’ s
PROF. BHARGAV MISTRY

This is the sixth in series of IICD’s
`Nirupan’ publications, the first
one in 2009, and subsequently
in 2011, 2014, 2016 and now 2017.
These creative works of under and
post graduates in areas of Hard
materials, Soft materials, Fired
materials and Fashion design is a
statement that students are now
ready to face the challenges
ahead of them in their
professional world.
Along with the times, society,
priorities, opportunities,
ambitions, competition
and awareness are several
other factors that have been
changing over the years since
the first batch graduated.
What has remained constant
however, is the inspiring and
effective pedagogy at IICD
that would mould the learners
to face these changes and
challenges in their times.
The fraternity at IICD wishes
every graduating scholar
loads of good wishes
for the exciting future
in their careers.

SWeety TAUR

This is the sixth edition of Nirupan, the
IICD graduate publication. IICD was
established in 1995 as an institution
of excellence to develop craft sector
in a unified way. IICD uses design as a
tool to train its pupils into becoming
creative change agents for crafts sector.
By imbibing a strong sense of design
but always with respect to crafts, IICD
enables its graduates to constantly
redefine the crafts they work with a
responsive way towards concurrent
competitive and monetary pressure
faced by craft sector of our country.
This edition of Nirupan offers a glimpse
into all the creative and developmental
projects undertaken by this graduating
batch in their respective domains. This
publication presents department wise
projects undertaken by the graduates
along with information of their sponsors
and a brief write up of their work. The
sheer variety of work coming together
within this publication makes it a

comprehensive resource of the current
trends in craft design sector. There are
selected images of the work done by
the young craft designers to give visual
support to the ideas representing their
work.
This volume is devoted innovation
in crafts sector and its place in our
country’s vernacular economy, since
they both naturally compliment
each other. In this spirit, the volume
is divided into FIVE parts, with each
part representing the educational
departments of the institute.

T

he Handicrafts sector is wide-spread
throughout the country and offers
direct employment to approximately
thirteen million people, as indicated in
the 11th Five Year Plan of Government of
India (2007-12). The traditional repertoire
of the variety of materials used, their
form, function, techniques and cultural
semantics is enormous and a rich resource,
more relevant in today’s context and
concern for sustainable development.
To realize this potential and to foster
innovation, creative thinking for well
crafted high quality products, efficient
processes and a better quality of life for
artisans, the Indian Institute of Crafts &
Design was set up by the Government
of Rajasthan in 1995 as an autonomous
Institute. The main objective of IICD is to
develop high quality professionals to act as
catalysts of change in the crafts sector.
Since October 2007, the Institute is
being funded and managed by Ambuja
Educational Institute (AEI) under the
Public Private Partnership (PPP) model. As
a pioneer in the area of craft design, the
institute works towards the evolution of
both the crafts and the crafts person, in
the contemporary socioeconomic context.
Through the programs of Education,
Research,
Documentation,
Training,
Outreach and Consultancy the institute
strives to become the centre of excellence.
IICD offers Post Graduate and Under
Graduate Programmes in its Major
Education Programme:
2 year Post Graduate Programme in Craft
Design

Soft Material Specialisation

(Textiles, Leather, Paper, Natural fibres)

Hard Material Specialisation
(Wood, Metal, Stone)

Fired material Specialisation
(Terracotta, Ceramics, Glass)

4 years Under Graduate Programme in
Craft Design
Soft Material Application

(Textiles, Leather, Paper, Natural Fibers)

Hard Material Application
(Wood, Metal, Stone)

Fired material Application
(Terracotta, Ceramics, Glass)

Certificate Programme in

Craft Management & Entrepreneurship
Craft Design & Techniques
Foundation Course in Fashion Design
Under Graduate Programme in Craft Design

The four year UGPD consists of 2 semesters
of Foundation Studies, followed by 5
semesters of specialization, with eight
weeks training at an NGO, developmental
organization or social enterprise, eight
weeks Internship at a craft based industry,
company or design studio. The Programme
culminates in a final semester of 20 weeks
as a comprehensive Professional Diploma
Project with any of the specializations.
The first year is the Common Foundation.
The Foundation programme at IICD
believes in sensitizing the students towards
the field of crafts and design. The pedagogy
at IICD is ‘hands-on’ learning and includes
extensive field study, research and learning
from traditional and modern design
pedagogy. The students are introduced to a
variety of materials viz. clay, natural fiber,
wood, metal and paper. In the later half
of Foundation programme, students are

introduced to design thinking and design
approach, introduction to fundamentals
and principles of design, traditional
knowledge, introduction of IT tools and
skills through exposure to crafts and
working with craftsmen.
Hard Material Application
Wood, Metal and Stone

The specialisation exposes the students
to various materials, which include wood,
metal and stone. The design study exposes
them to techniques, production processes,
traditional knowledge, skills, conceptual
and design development to evolve a
contemporary Indian craft repertoire. The
pedagogy at IICD is ‘hands-on’ learning
and includes extensive field study, research
and learning from traditional and modern
design techniques.
Soft Material Application
Textiles, Natural Fibers, Paper and Leather

The SMA students at IICD employ
traditional and innovative skills, while
exploring constantly evolving materials
and technology, to create diverse solutions
that span many disciplines and sectors.
The creative interface between the
materials and the making, demands a
challenging and dynamic environment,
which frequently employs multidisciplinary
and collaborative methods to express
the breadth of Soft Materials through the
context of ‘Body’ and ‘Space’. Body, involves
surface design of fabrics and construction
for fashion accessories and clothing.
Space, incorporates design for the built
environment, interiors, home furnishings,
textile furniture and accessories.
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Fired Material Application
Terracotta, Ceramics, Glass

The Fired Material Application is a comprehensive study
in ceramics. The students work with different types of
clays from terracotta, earthenware, stoneware to bone
china and porcelain bodies. The discipline covers processes
like forming, glazing, firing, fusing, surface design and
decoration.
Fashion Design
Fashion design frequently use craft techniques to achieve
the exclusivity and luxurious edge over the industrial
techniques. The four year course offered at
IICD at the undergraduate level focuses on the use of crafts
for fashion applications. The students learn the technology
of pattern making, draping and garment construction
along with developing the understanding of materials and
traditional skills of surface ornamentation. The concepts
of art, craft and design, digital tools, and study of the
domain of crafts further augment the learning to enable
the students to become confident in dealing with the
challenging and dynamic world of craft and fashion.
Post Graduate Programme in Craft Design

The Post Graduate programme at IICD is a two- year
programme, and is designed for people who will take on
assignments in design, management and entrepreneurship
with craft organizations. This programme consists of a first
semester in Design foundation studies followed by the 2nd
& 3rd semesters of specialization courses, craft research
documentation projects, field study and internship. The
final semester (4th semester) will focus on a comprehensive
Professional Diploma project.
This two-year masters programme is designed to create
highly motivated craft designers and entrepreneurs. The
curriculum provides the student with a broad exposure
to technical and material knowledge, strengthens
philosophical concepts, and broadens their artistic vision.

The students will be encouraged to evaluate and challenge
fundamental standards and to experiment with new ways
of thinking. Committed faculty will help facilitate the
development of their required research, and help them
monitor its progress, in order to prepare them for their final
presentation.
Hard Material Specialisation
The programme focuses on specialization in various
materials like wood, metal, stone, cane & bamboo and
other allied materials. The programme is structured around
the individual student’s needs, interest and background.
The course is structured to strengthen craft aesthetics and
design sensibilities of individuals. The students are given
enough critical inputs to develop their own language, style
and concept. They are encouraged to learn various craft
techniques while working along with craftsmen in the field.
Soft Material Specialisation
The curriculum has been designed to emphasize on soft
material specialization such as woven, printed textiles as
well as non-woven techniques, surface ornamentation
using traditional and mass production methods.
Programme seeks to strengthen students’ techniques,
advance their aesthetic and design sensibilities, and
optimise their personal expressions. It will also expose
students to a broad range of critical issues related to the
conception and production of crafts and design.
Fired Material Specialisation
This programme in Ceramics and Ceramic Sculpture
focuses on intellectual and artistic development through
an intensive teaching of the aesthetics and techniques of
ceramic design. Studio courses, seminars in-depth critiques,
in conjunction with thesis planning and implementation,
will provide the students with a deep understanding of not
only their own work, but of the work of other students and

peers as well.
Certificate Programmes

Certificate Programmes at IICD are an extension of IICD’s
commitment to the craft sector. The programmes focus
on various functional areas of craft, design, technology,
management and entrepreneurship. These programmes
are ideal for those who want to fast track their entry into
craft sector and for artisan wards to integrate their skills
with design education.
With a pool of dedicated faculty and experts, IICD has
evolved modern and innovative teaching methods to
encourage students in developing a holistic perspective
towards the craft sector. Certificate Programmes strive
to meet the educational needs of various segments of
students by offering a variety of courses.
Craft Management and Entrepreneurship
The curriculum provides exposure and inputs on various
subjects like Entrepreneurship, Marketing, Business and
Management Practices, Finance, Design and Creativity as
well as domain knowledge in Crafts. Apart from classroom
teaching, the structure of the programme gives immense
importance to practical learning through field visits,
exposure trips and learning from the real world through
live projects to build the right attitude for being a social
entrepreneur.
Crafts Design and Techniques
Programme in Crafts Design and Techniques has been
devised to provide necessary skills, competence and
understanding of design and craft techniques. It helps to
recognise the inherent skill of creation in the crafts persons
and develop crafts practices most beneficial to them.
Provide with sector specific knowledge with special

reference to design development, technical trainings,
market intelligence and information technology. Instill
confidence in candidates by interfacing traditional skills
with modern day technologies as they communicate
effectively with the world.
Foundation Course in Fashion & Design
The uniqueness and differentiation of this course is the
immense importance given to practical learning through
impetus given to ‘crafts’ sector in the programme. Through
field visits, exposure trips and through live projects. The
course specifically explores ‘craft interventions’ in fashion
and luxury industry.
Objective of the programme is to generate a new cadre of
highly motivated and creatively oriented designers who
are sensitive to and equipped with sound understanding
of craft & fashion. It also creates awareness and sensitise
students towards the numerous opportunities that exists
at multiple levels by collaborating craft and fashion in a
relevant manner.
The curriculum provides exposure and inputs on subjects
like Elements of Fashion & Design, Pattern Making,
Construction, Fashion Illustration, Draping, Introduction
to Craft Sector, various Craft Techniques, Basics of
Marketing and Merchandising, IPR, Term Projects and Craft
Documentation.
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UG • 2012-16•FMA
Aastha Sahal

Fired Material Application

Guide: Mr. Mangesh Afre

Self sponsored
47, AWHO Colony, near Ambabari, Jaipur-302023
aasthasahal27@gmail.com ph 7568050805
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In our three years journey of studying ceramics, we had not only developed various forms but
we had also learned to design them aesthetically as well as with function. During these three
years, we had also learned various techniques with which a simple form could be converted
to the most exciting one. An embellishment can give the most unexpected result with a
slight variation in the way they are done/applied to the form.
The project was about developing products in ceramics, combining it with the various
crafts of Jaipur explored to enhance the aesthetic value of the product. The designed
products were an example of our way of combining the crafts with ceramics functionally
as well as aesthetically at minimal level for the target segment.
The products made were purely handcrafted.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

UG • 2012-16•FMA
Anushtha Singh

Fired Material Application
Guide: Mr. Mangesh Afre
Self Sponsored

C-85, Mahesh Nagar, 80 Feet Road, Jaipur-302015
singhanushtha15@gmail.com
9829054900
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“Craft has not only a wide range of behaviour in terms of aesthetical variety and usability but has always
been present in the market for a wide range of target segments. But from past few decades it has lost its
originality and value. Experimenting with various techniques had always interested me. And their results
has somehow maintained our interest till now. Being a craft designer, we are sensitive towards crafts and
want to revive it’s originality and thus increasing the employment in this sector.
Ceramic craft, in India, is not so popular at present. So the idea of combining the two i.e. ceramic with
other crafts came to my mind. Due to their diversity in designs and their being utilitarian in nature, they
are in high demand. Analysing the above aspects led me to the idea for my diploma project.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

UG • 2012-16•FMA
Gajera Jankiben

Fired Material Application
Guide: Mr.Binil Mohan

Client : Silvenia Ceramic Pvt Ltd. Group of Simpolo

Upleta, Mandap Road, Jirapa, Kaveree Prangan,
Rajkot-360490
janugajera6@gmail.com
9571512423
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My design brief was to make new designs according to the trend & forecast by using the existing tile
punches in the industry for surface embellishment. According to the 2017 forecast I worked on the
geometric patterns. Taking one basic shape I created new different motifs and forms, which when
repeated will become a beautiful pattern, taking Islamic art as an inspiration. My project has been all
about handmade products and crafts have been inculcated in a contemporary manner. It is an attempt
to contemporise crafts and present them in a digital way through new techniques and machines. I believe
that would take crafts on a different level.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

UG • 2012-16•FMA
Heer Himanshu Patel
Fired Material Application
Guide: Mr.Binil Mohan

Client : Decadence Design Studio
68, Rutuvilla, Opp. Yash Complex, Gotri Road,
Vadodara-390021
heerpatel3393@gmail.com
9925200670 ,9602567008
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The idea of liking is very subjective. We do not always agree on our likes so I wanted to create something
that can be perceived differently by everyone. By making the crockery in a way that it looks different from
one view or position and might look different to someone else sitting on a different side and the same
thing happening to a person at a particular distance. So appearance of the crockery will depend on their
position and distance. The core idea was “to design crockery that depicts characteristics of Paper like
crushing and folding.”
I aimed to strike right balance between the work and emotions and at the same time come up with
something that was original. So far, the work I have been doing has given me strength to go on and find
solutions for all the hardships and come up with a good satisfactory result.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

UG • 2012-16•FMA
Meenu Sharma

Fired Material Application
Guide: Mr. Mangesh Afre
Client: SETU

A-2, Balagi Nagar, Diwan Colony, Tarsi-461111
meenu0930@gmail.com
8955765071
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In the 4 months, through this internship I have learned to do hard work and acquired immense
understanding of my domain .Whatever I have learnt and studied about the design and design process
and taking the practical experience is all in all a totally different & new experience. Working closely with
the Designer cum Merchandiser, potters and the cluster of the craft community is very important. Also
marketing your products is totally a different task. Representing yourself in front of clients and work with
given brief is a very important skill.
It has been a tremendous learning experience for me. I got a good amount of exposure of the various
activities happen in a design business and responsibilities that are undertaken such as: Working process
Design intervention, techniques, production planning and, the importance of team work. I am grateful to
all; it was good experience for me before entering into professional world.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

UG • 2012-16•HMA
Abhi Gupta

Hard Material Application
Guide: Mr. Chandravijai Singh

Self Sponsored
Jawahar Apartment, Flat No. 303, New Patliputra Colony,
20, Cooperative Colony, Sodala, Ajmer Road, Jaipur-302006
abhi_sam_1993@yahoo.co.in
7742185681
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‘ With the Growing World form primary to tertiary , rural to urban and spacious to space saving , One
needs not only function to depict but even the form to reflect ‘
From heavy duty furniture pieces we have entered into an era of Sleek and functional objects.
My inspiration was the above quote where the object to design should not only be functionally
correct but has a form that depicts the function as well; with this fine inspiration I chose to create a range
furniture range with a three seat sofa , which was aesthetically fulfilling of a sleek and functional form ,
very economically viable and with the amalgamation of materials like wood and metal. It comprised of
uniquely designed hardware, drafted angles for adjusting according to comfort levels and foldable for
easy shipping. With oil polish and water based polyurethane it was perfect ‘Go To Market’ product.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN I 2017

UG • 2012-16•HMA
Dinkar Kumar

Hard Material Application
Guide: Mr. Anushree Kumar

Client: Saswata
A-135, Sanchar Vihar, ITI Township, Mankapur, Gonda-271308
pranjal6175@gmail.com
9461610727
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Industrial revolution was the turning point in the history which changed the face of the world entirely,
it gave a platform to new inventions and discoveries, and innovation was at its peak. Advancements in
heavy industries was not only remarkable but also escalated all the inventions from safety pin to steam
engine. Between 17th to 18th century world took a leap from agricultural economy to industrial economy.
Elements that I have focused upon, inspired from industrial revolution are, types of materials used during
that period and weight distributing structure called truss which was the efficient way to construct bridges
and buildings. Concept of industrial revolution was about bringing up new and better, hence my approach
to the project was the same.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN I 2017

UG • 2012-16•HMA
Nitika Totuka

Hard Material Application
Guide: Mr. Chandravijai Singh

Client: Continental
1-Ka-12, Jawahar nagar, Jaipur-302004
nitikatotuka@gmail.com
7737427477
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The brief of my diploma project was to design chairs for export market that was assembly line production
friendly. It is very important to keep in mind the cost, use of material and the amount of labour working
on it. It can only be achieved by keeping in mind the design, therefore, design is the most important
aspect. The concept behind the chair was to make it completely from wood and using a single module
into the design which will be easy for production and cost efficient. The chairs designed are stackable
which makes it easy for transportation keeping in mind the minimum use of material.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN I 2017

UG • 2012-16•HMA
Shivani Oza

Hard Material Application
Guide: Mr. Rajesh Kumar

Client: Saswata Design Studio
Deep Kiran Apartment,3rd Floor, Block No-304, Bhagyodaya
Society Chala, Vapi-396 191, (Gujarat)WW
ozashivani1993@gmail.com
9828485663
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These lamps are inspired from the historical monument the great “Taj Mahal”. There are 3 lamps: First is
floor lamp and other two are pendant lights. The motifs and forms where extracted from the monument,
so that the lamps have the essence of it. The craft techniques used in the lamps and lights are Chitai,
thathera and wood turning. These techniques are effective and most commonly used in lamps and lights.
The floor lamp was form based product development, where focus was to generate forms that came out
from the taj and then develop a product. These lamps mainly focused on the form of the “Taj Mahal”.
Furthermore, the pattern that was engraved in it is a tessellation of a mughal motif. The color scheme
was chosen keeping in mind the royal effect. The colors selected in this lamp are gold and white.
The second one is Pendant light: This lamp was also inspired (Contour and motif) by “Taj Mahal”. The
color scheme chosen was white and gold. The craft technique used in this light is chitai, wood
turning and sand casting. The pattern that was engraved in it is arch of the “Taj Mahal”.The third and
last one is also a Pendant Light: This light is same as second light with all the same feature. But it was
not prototyped. It is a Rhino render due to lack of
finance and time.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN I 2017

UG • 2012-16•HMA
Akansha Shukla

Hard Material Application
Guide: Mr. Chandravijai Singh
Self Sponsored

Panchmukhi Chowk, Simlipada, Angul, Odisha-759122
asanushukla@gmail.com
9437032395
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This stool is a space saving furniture. It has 3 different storage as well as it acts as a lower sitting also .
The top dividing compartment can be used as a try to serve . The second blue storage is for small
products like extra remote or games for children. The 3rd storage is for big storage’s like for magazine ,
old newspaper etc .It’s is a 3in 1 product which saves lot of space and can be used differently. The
collection also had a space saving chair with wood structure and rope weaving seating and back rest.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN I 2017

UG • 2012-16•SMA
Abrar Ahmed

Soft Material Application

Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh

Client: Mughal Garden
129-B, Hussain Colony, Behind Bainiwal Kanta, Ramgarh Road,
Jaipur-302002
mughalgarden2001@yahoo.co.in
8947974489
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I did my Diploma Project with Mughal garden under Mr. Abdul majid (National Awardee, Hand Block
Printing). I had to design and develop a range of high end block printed products for the Rashid shop. My
brief was to design prints for home textiles- bed room story, taking the inspiration from Islamic textiles.
Keeping in mind the brand Rashid and its clientele age category- 30s and above, I come up with
collection catering to home textiles, with print development as the medium.
The project was a combination of various aspects like understanding the customer, developing
concepts,placements of blocks, working on cost, prototyping and packaging.
My range of products included cushion, pillow, curtain, razai & bed spread.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

UG • 2012-16•SMA
Ankita Choudhary
Soft Material Application

Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi

Client: Rangsutra Craft India Ltd.
1957, Dhabai ji ka Khurra, Paliwal ki Gali, Ramganj Bazar, Jaipur
ankitachoudhary901@gmail.com
7877715511
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The brief was to design & develop a range of Indian and Indo-western garments for working women using
Pattu weaving based in the hand loom clusters of Danau in Barmer.
The collection features motifs designed inspired from Pattu weaving (extra weft technique) in
Barmer for women’s apparel which resulted in traditional Indian costumes with a contemporary look.
Pattu is weave from western Rajasthan in Barmer District that looks like a embroidery on loom. Basically
Pattu means a narrow strip. Extra weft figuring brings about an embroidery-like effect on the loom that
results in an impression of finely embroidered fabric. The Pattu motifs are geometric inspired by the daily
life style of Barmer and are colour full.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

UG • 2012-16•SMA
Komal Rakeshkumar Jain
Soft Material Application

Guide: Ms. Meenakshi Singh
Self sponsored
H-151, Akansha DUPL Ex., Laxmi Pura Road, Gorwa,
Vadodara-390023
shinu.komal94@gmail.com
9251612166
Inspired by a tribal community “GOROKA” dwelling in Papua New Guinea, my brief was to design a range
of indo-western garments, using shibori and other innovative surface techniques.
The collection was designed for fall-Winter 2016-17.
The garments do not target a particular market or client. The garments fall into the category of “dark
horse“ and are sheerly made to utilize my creativity and learning to the most and utilize my strengths to
make a garment collection.
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The garments have extreme fittings on size 8. They consist of extremely intricate shibori and
embroideries. I have also tried using quilting as one of the techniques in the garments.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

UG • 2012-16•SMA
Mariyam Khatri

Soft Mateial Application

Guide: Ms. Shalu Rustagi

Client: Akaaro
L-5, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
mariyam.khatri015@gmail.com
9610824945
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Taking inspiration from the magnificent Nayika paintings to create two ranges; one using stripes and
other using motifs of jacquard.
Handwoven are a rage these days. I have always been interested in way the fabric is formed. It’s the
stage one. I like the way fabric is engineered. Determining the structure of the fabric is what interests
me. Hand-woven has been a very old trend which started during the Swadeshi movement in the
Pre-Independence era. Therefore hand loom weaving is something that is very close to India and my
heart. I was waiting for the right opportunity and I did my design project on hand loom weaving and
continuing the same as my final diploma project.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

UG • 2012-16•SMA
Mavra Ahmed

Soft Material Application

Guide: Ms. Meghana Singh

Self sponsored
Shah Photocopy, Chaudhary Katra Mandir, Poorvi Gate,
Gorakhnath, Gorakhpur-273015
mavra123@gmail.com
9782993877
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My approach was to innovate the traditional motifs of Chikankari into some contemporary motif. As
my overall concept was to create a range of contemporary design inspired from geometric pattern,
initially I studied the geometric pattern of life, geometric pattern of Awadh architecture, African tribal
motifs,Warli motifs, Islamic geometric architecture. After studying all these I proceed with the geometric
pattern of African tribal motifs. With the help of software I create new motifs and set its repeat.
As I had short discussion with some users of Chikankari they told me that they like Chikankari very much
but problem is that there is no such variety in Chikankari mostly same pattern of garments, commonly
used motifs are available. They want some different pattern of garments and motifs in Chikankari.
My concept was to introduce western garments of chikankari embroidery for office going and college
going girls because there is a demand of western chikanri garments but there is no such production of the
same.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

UG • 2012-16•SMA
Nandan Kumar

Soft Material Application

Guide: Ms. Meghana Singh

Self sponsored
C/o Ramdev Shah, AT & Post - Ranti,
Distt. Madhubani, Bihar-847211
nandan.ashmi@gmail.com
7209846275 , 8290170876
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My Diploma project was a continuation of my last collection which was on Boro (Japanese) technique.
Taking this same technique .The main fabric for my project is denim and a combination of other fabrics. I
came up with many concepts at the initial stage . The market is flooded with simple surfaces so I brought
in the concept of using Aachara fabric with denim.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

UG • 2012-16•SMA
Nikki Joshi

Soft Material Application

Guide: Ms. Anuja Kumar

Client: PDKF
73, Sarai Mohalla, Nehru Bazar, Sabzi Mandi, Bagru,
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While starting this project, I was very excited as this was a total new and different opportunity for me to
explore a collection of home furnishing in print and shibori.
The diploma project with Princess Diya Kumari Foundation Jaipur was a mixture of different kinds of
experiences. It was an enormous opportunity to work with such a kind of organization where one does
not only learn about present and future, but also about past. The understanding of the history and the
culture was the best part of the project. Initially the design process was started by deriving the motifs
and concepts from the inspiration taken which I enjoyed the most, as it involved free hand drawing and
mughal style of embellishment. After the concepts were developed, I headed towards Bagru Haath Thapa
Chapai Printings & Dyes Works to get the prototypes developed. That was a turning point. While translating concept in printing and dyeing, I faced lot of difficulties that made me understanding the detailing.
Sometimes, by looking at the glance of the concept on paper, artisans refused to do it as they found it
complicated but it was a task to handle the situation. I dyed the fabric myself to make them understand
how it will be done. Most importantly, I learnt being patient. Overall it was an amazing experience.
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I have done my Diploma project from Khatiwala’s Textiles and Home Furnishings. My experience was
great. I started working on textures, did net research &photography and combined them to start
sampling. After finalising first collection, we thought of combining textures to some patterns for second
collection. For patterns I decided to take inspiration from Amer fort. It is full of patterns. I took up the
design direction to combine patterns with textures. For that I made ideations in Photoshop but I was
not getting the look. So I started developing swatches of actual patterns with textures. Now was time to
convert samples in to final products. The challenge was time management and match the production
pace of the company. I learned to be more patient during this project and got a clearer understanding of
working in a company setting.
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Home furnishings made of leather are available in the global market. Technique used is patchwork
or the direct hide is used to make the final products. Using weaving and patchwork techniques to reuse
the leather waste will be something new the market for the leather Home furnishing segment.
Firstly I studied the in house materials available, the quality & colors available with the organization, to
find that beige color is majorly in the production. For getting the variation in color I selected the suede
side of the leather as the color of suede side varies in every hide (two hide can never be similar).
Initially I had targeted to use small scrap directly by pasting it over the fusion but there were gaps
generated in the process which were laborious to be filled.
So I decided to cut the small scrap in specific shapes like triangle, rectangle and square, with specific
sizing . I then pasted them over base fabric and stitched using zigzag stitch to provide strength to the
overall surface. For the embellishments over the surface I did embroidery over it.
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Diploma Project at ‘Aamra Studios’ provided a good platform for testing the skills and concepts learnt at
IICD. In addition, it also provided an opportunity to explore and get introduced to a very different
approach to print design and natural dyeing. Sajal Dewan , the Founder was enthusiastic towards the
project and open towards new ideas.
Before starting with design concepts , it was essential to understand about the properties of natural
substances natively available. Few themes were looked up from the global perspective, for export fairs,
and forecast was done for the year, and themes were listed down. I have made one collection each on
themes ‘Pushp Vatika‘ and ‘Jal dhara’.After seeing the forecast of trends followed by major export fairs,
like ambient, premium vision, heim textile, etc, we narrowed down to two major looks. One being Pushp
Vatika which is a all floral range and other is the geometric, contemporary look.
So for the floral collection I began with picking up flowers and studying every stage by sketching it. As
Alexander Mortan always works with mirror Images, I have set the repeat by flipping compositions and
put it in connection and harmony .
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I did my Diploma project with Uttar Pradesh Vigyan Manch, an NGO in Lucknow.
My basic brief was to work with Chikankari as the surface technique & to design and develop a range
of Indian wears as project one & maxi dresses for women as project two. I developed new motifs and
designs keeping the characteristics and authenticity of the craft.
Using henna motifs in Chikankari with improvisation & perfect blend of traditional with cotemporary
designs in chikan garments through creativity & modernization was the aim of my project.
The second concept was to give Chikankari a fresh look with contemporization & introducing a bright
pastel colour palette to the range of evening wear maxi dresses for the spring/summer season of 2016.
My third project was to design and develop a set of cushion covers for the niche market by using
chikankari as surface technique but in a unique and innovative way and giving them a trendy look using
contemporary designs and bright pastel colour palette. I chose textures as the inspiration which gave a
wide scope of exploration not only with the designs but also with the types of stitches used in Chikankari.
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I designed contemporarized traditional womens wear for Indian market, using Barmer appliqué as a
surface technique and the collections are categorized season wise-January February, March April and May
June. The March April collection is inspired from Deccan miniature painting and stripes, mothra (based).
The May June collection is inspired from geometric and negative positive spaces in shades of indigo and
rust colours. The January February collection is inspired from Filigree or Islamic motif in shades of indigo
and rust colours. This collection has two variants inspired from Jali and bidri motif in same colors.
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I did my diploma project from House of Anita Dongre Limited. I worked for Global Desi. My
work was to design garments for autumn/ winter 16 and spring/ summer 17. I worked on printed
and embroidered garments for autumn/winter 2016 and spring/summer 2017 keeping in mind the
look of global desi colours and silhouetes. For Autumn/Winter 2016, theme was Generic (oral and
geometric) .For Spring/ Summer 2017 theme was Jungle in bright and fresh colours. Firstly I researched
oral and geometric motifs and develop motifs. Then decided the silhouettes and finalised the embroidery/print placement. The khaka for embroidery/ develop print was made. And finally the fabric was cut
as per pattern and stitched and finished.
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I took the Festival as my theme for designs. India is all about the festivals and people from all over the
world are really fond of India’s festivals. There are many big and small festivals in India, but Diwali, Holi
and Kite festival very colourful and cherished festivals. These festivals are full of lights, colours and fun.
So I took this as my theme because festivals fashion and trend will last forever.
I connected the theme and the Phad in a very simple manner. As phad is a narrative art so for festival
theme I narrated small-small scenes in every composition. For e.g. Lady with Diya, Playing Holi and Flying
Kites on Terrace, all compositions are in unique way.
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To design a range of occasional wear garments using geometry as a theme. Colours used are teal blue
monochromes and pink monochromes. The geometric formations have been created from the basic
forms and shapes i.e. square, circle, triangle etc. and tessellations and repeats are also used. Printing and
embroidery are used as surface embellishments. Round neck, boat neck, flow were the keys to styling.
The garments cater niche market, and the latest trends.
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To design a range of home furnishing products for kids based on a story as an inspiration for season 2016,
using the natural hand block printing technique. The range is called Nero wonderland Concept. The range
is based on the story of Alice in wonderland. The range includes four surfaces based on the major scenes
from the story taking forward the essence of the story. The brief for the second collection was to design
a range of living room products using surface embellishment techniques for season autumn winter 2016.
This collection is named Tinka Concept. The range is based on the inspiration of plant fossil, using surface
embellishment techniques of ada work. The plant fossil is used as the form and the embroidery is done in
scattering form.
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Diploma project was not just a project, but I was captivated in a journey. I chose my diploma project in the field of
embellishments with Swati Ubroi because their work ethics and approach towards Indian crafts is highly emotional
rather than just professional. Diploma Project at ‘Swati Ubroi’ provided me with a great platform for testing the
skills and concepts learnt at IICD. It was entirely a new experience for me to work with a designer which gave me
insight about the competitive world outside. The brand is open to new ideas which kept me motivated throughout
and allowed me to explore machine based techniques.
The brief for my project was to design a range of embellished jackets/tunics. The range would consist of 6 ensembles. Appliqué, Zardozi, Fabric Manipulation,Machine work and other elements of needlecraft will combine together
to create a collection that is very global yet very Indian. The project was undertaken for doing an in-depth trend
research, understanding the silhouettes, creating my own colour story and compiling it to create a collection. Being
a part of that organisation I set out on a journey; one that challenged me,taught me, made me braver, gave me vision,
provoked my thoughts and made me passionate to keep working at it .
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From my childhood, I was always inclined towards experimenting with materials and connecting the
elements of handicrafts to shifting trends. Being a native of culturally rich, heritage city of Udaipur,
Rajasthan, I have an instinct for the art and craft which made me choose my career in Fired Material
Application from IICD. I have honed my skills by working with different materials like wood, terracotta,
stoneware, Raku, Bone China, Sikki, Metal, glass and pottery (my favourite).
I was privileged to work with Tata Ceramics Limited, Kochi, Kerala (India) during my Diploma project.
My brief was to design a gift ware range for Tata’s Client. I have designed a range of Ceramic Gift ware
products that speak luxury. My research and understanding of techniques have given me an edge while
working there, as it helped me to come up with interesting amalgamations that were suitable to sustain
in the Luxury Market.
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My journey through IICD has been wonderful with lots of learning and co-curricular activities making this
place my second home. Design has become a part of my life. Design is to create and innovate.
Design is all about WHY?
My diploma project has been a wonderful experience working with Indian art furniture Pvt Ltd. My brief
was to design a system of solid wood furniture which includes storage (sideboard, chest of drawers etc)
and tables (console, side table etc) for urban living. I had to keep in mind that it has to be easily mass
produced ,production friendly and used traditional joinery. I self designed hardware like hobs
etc,experimented with different finishes and minimised waste of raw material. The design criteria was
to design for export market targeting UK. I had to keep the taste, aesthetics, language and style of
UK in mind to maintains standards. They follow the Scandinavian and modern design language. Also
the products had to be easy to pack & ship along with being lightweight. Costing was one major and
important aspect of the design criteria. I also had to use the given facilities of productions and custom
needs in-house.
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A - 6/381/A Chitrakoot Yojna, Ajmer Road,
Jaipur-302021
anwitakapur@yahoo.in
9462777703

I am a Product designer and loves to blend craft with utility. Being born in Jaipur, Rajasthan, I feel very
fortunate that crafts are a part of my daily life. After coming to IICD my dreams got a little bit stable but
still so vast. As I am glad to have got an opportunity to learn at this institute and during my internships. I
learned much more about the crafts as well as the communication with the artisans and with our clients.
During these four years I have gained hands-on knowledge about materials like wood, stone, metal and
natural fiber. Now the major task is - uplifting craft sector by providing a platform to the artisans.
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I did my diploma project in Khamir (Kutch) with Knife maker’s of Reha village. I had a beautiful
experience with all of the people there. I designed a range of Chef’s knife Souvenir, and Meat cutter.
Tempered Carbon steel, Brass, Wood, etc. were used, keeping carbon steel as the dominating material .
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My 4 years in IICD were good and fruitful in giving my career a positive direction.
I did my Diploma Project under Mr. Naveen Gandhi, owner of B.G. Associates, an architectural
company. Here I tried to incorporate my knowledge about furniture and learned about interiors. The
brief that I worked on was to design furniture luxury bed room and dressing room in the civil lines area of
Jaipur city. The project aimed to create a contemporary look with modern touch. The material to be used
was mostly wood.
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I have been brought up in a small town of Sardarshahar and I was always inclined towards exploring
wood as a material, that’s how I ended up in IICD. It has been a journey full of learnings and each day of
this journey has enhanced my skills .
Developing a range of home furniture was the major part of this project and the smaller ones were to do
it within the constraints offered by the production house. I followed my company’s design language but
also added a few elements of my own . My furniture is inspired from the daily lifestyle of the common
people . My research included the study of different houses where I studied the space and kind of
furniture used. Also, the lifestyle and profession of the household plays an important role when it comes
to furniture choices. The key elements of my design are simplicity, minimalism, space consciousness ,
affordable and attractive at the very same time . The furniture range I created is comfortable and space
saving . They are a combination of wood and metal .The low height coffee table is made in iron with a
wooden top and upholstered stools . My major focus for this range is the space consciousness . They are a
combination of affordable and comfort .
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Traditional handcrafted products with utility to complement one’s modern living style is my approach
towards design. I want to promote traditional crafts and reach out to people with a concept of changing
the idea of using craft products only for ornamentation. I designed a range of Kitchen Accessories
incorporating craft techniques to promote traditional crafts with a modern approach.
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The artisan sector represents the second largest employment generating vocation of the country, and
therefore holds potential for large scale positive social change. As a result, artisans across the country
need markets to sustain their livelihoods, preserve their cultures, and support their families.
My project addresses this challenge by providing an innovative approach to increase global and cultural
understanding of craft along with providing economic opportunities through its market and related
programmes. I hoped to develop a nuanced understanding of an immersive craft festival acting as a
market to sustain the livelihoods of North eastern craftsmen , preserve their culture, and support their
families with an year round income ; and then design the festival or system that enhanced meaningful,
positive and engaging experiences through the market . This festival / market would support artisan
communities throughout the event. I also hoped to abstract the market / festival experience into
conceptual model that could be used to develop support systems built for the complex realities of
art and craft festivals/market.
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I did my self sponsored diploma project for interior lightings. I wanted to experiment with different forms
in the lighting and also achieve various effects through traditional materials like metal and manufactured
materials such as PVC sheet, acrylic and foam sheet. I play of translucency and reflection. The marigold
flower inspired range consisted of table lamps and a convertible pendant lamp. I wanted to achieve forms
as an arrangement of a single repeating unit. The process involved understanding light and lighting,
various materials and their capabilities and experimentation to derive a form which can be repeated in an
array of ways. The final lights are intended to have a character and a potential to lift up the environment
in which they are installed.
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These gorgeous products are an amalgamation of conscious design and exploration in wood paper, also
known as wood veneer. Veneer which is only 0.6 millimetre in thickness is just like a sheet of paper only
better as it is wood and has an amazing textural play.
At Saswata Design Studio using this material, an array of lighting products were brought to life. I worked
on a number of concepts to use veneer’s characteristics and properties. Including all the plausible variables the project has resulted into a number of products which would make you turn and have a second
glance. All the ideations and detailing took rigorous discussions and scaled trails of the same. I think I
have done enough talking now let the products talks ! and yes thats wood ;)
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I have always enjoyed working with different materials. From the very beginning, I’ve liked a practical
approach towards work. I love making my products on my own which gives me a thorough knowledge of
handling the material. I would like to use my understanding of furniture and product design and take it
forward with interiors. I like to make subtle and contemporary designs without too much ornamentation.
I deeply believe that any furniture or product that is designed, should be made in such a way that it
creates harmony with its surroundings.
I have worked with Gulmohar Lane for my graduation project, which deals with home furniture. I majorly
designed dining tables and upholstered chairs keeping in mind the company’s customer segment. I got
the opportunity to understand upholstery which I had not gotten a chance to work on earlier.
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My brief was to design furniture for indoor and outdoor leisure spaces in a house. After a brief market
research and user study I got to know that most of the people want to spend their free time talking to
their family in their living area or just doing nothing but sitting and relaxing in their balcony. Keeping this
in mind I decided to come up with some concept which is easy to move indoor or outdoor, is all weather
compatible, have variable angles for the back, comfortable and inviting to sit on. Either folding was a
problem or back angle changing or the upholstery. Out of many forms I picked up one and resolved it
to this level. The final form which I got after resolving the initial form is of alphabet ‘X’. And so I named
the furniture as ‘X Chair, for Leisure Space’. Faced many problems even after getting this final form, two
prototypes were developed before the final prototype, as the hardware which were especially designed
for it could not work and due to which there was lack of stability and the chair was toppling, and also
the seat curve was smaller due to which the distance between seat and arm rest was not enough. I could
have given another member for arm rest but I restricted myself to have just two main members giving it
a sleek ‘X’ form, also the folding would have affected, because of an external member for arm rest. So,
I decided to increase the curve of the seat which gave me a good distance between seat and armrest.
Designing other hardware resolved the problem of toppling also. After the completion I did a user survey
with a brief questionaire and the analysis was satisfactory. It took a lot of patience, brain storming,
skilled labour.
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It was an all new experience to work with maternity wear, new segment to cater the current market. The
organisation provided me this opportunity to work with maternity wear, understand the needs of the
client and work with the beautiful fabric of KHADI. I feel so grateful to work in this project as there was a
lot of learning in different aspects. Understanding the pattern for maternity wear was difficult as it is not
just making it loose, but making it comfortable yet stylish.
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During the project, I got to know about a lot of things, understood the senstivity of this period and how
special this feeling is. While talking to my client, she once quoted, “It’s is an amazing... Mind blowing
feeling of feeling the little one inside you”. After talking to her, I felt enthusiastic about the project and
tried to put my best efforts in this.
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The output of this project was a unique adventure, from landfills, to the floors of the cutting rooms,
from being expensive handkerchief to piles of scrap, and now to personal treasures and items of value,
like a museum artifact. The new type of fabric that has been used to make these products is produced
using only pre-consumer waste. Creation of Iro Iro products reduces and reuses waste fabric, sustains
livelihood of artisans (weavers) and creates employment. Owning to the fact that, textiles never lose
their value, they are just seen differently at different stages. This difference in perception needs to be
communicated. At Iro Iro we always see an opportunity to design as an opportunity to communicate.
The 2018 A/W collection “Promenade Pushkar” is a fairy tale spun in the real world.
There is a princess, the very desirable attire and the magic. The princess is a strong, bold character, the attire is her armor and the bags are her arsenal. The magic is the fact that everything has been designed and
created from what people considered nothing but waste. A literally rags to finery transformation. Each
detail is given to make the product interesting for user to use for not just the first time, but every time
they lay their eyes on it.
Zero waste as a term might be new but as a concept has always been practiced in India. An Indian sari is
probably the first zero waste garment. Drawing inspiration from the Indian garment details that are now
only visible in museums comes Promenade Pushkar.
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I am a textile craft designer born and brought up in Kanpur, the land of leather industry in Uttar Pradesh.
I have always had an inherent knack for accepting challenges and I believe that this enables me to make
a meaningful contribution to society with value addition to myself. I have been able to bring out my
unknown talents and skills. My inspiration came from ancient Mughal art work from Amber, Jai gadh, City
palace and Nahargarh fort. Therefore, I aspire to set a professional standard for Indian crafts, using trend
forecast for the acceptance of Indian & international brands. I deeply understood the company requirements and annualized them with my client Fabindia’s brief. I developed and designed the furnishing by
block printing keeping in mind the client “Fabindia”. The furnishings have the heritage look of Mughal art
work. After studying Mughal art works the key words which played major role are symmetrical, intricate
detailing and finess. Keeping this in mind I sketched and finalised the design with many stylizations and
detailing. Printing made out the work outstanding and esthetically attractive to all the viewers. The
product would be launched in 2018 as per companies’ terms. The product is for high end segment,
had to be light weight and easy to carry. The colors itself speaks about spring summer of 2018 home
furnishing collection.
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For my Diploma Project I worked with Pero by Aneeth Arora,Delhi.
My project was to create a collection of handmade quilts for Chota Pero based on the knowledge
imparted during the research done in the project on handmade quilts all across the globe.
The USP of this collection was that I had to work with all the left over fabrics of Pero’s past collections
and each quilt had to be unique. Chota Pero serves segment from infants upto 6 years.It majorly caters
to upper middle class who have a niche taste towards handcrafted arts and love unique culmination of
craftsmanship with a modern twist. This collection was completed with the help of the skilled women
artisan’s of the NGO Purkal Stree Shakti Samiti in Purkal,Dehradun. It is a registered society dedicated
to enhancing the lives of the disadvantaged women of the community by empowering them. The theme
of this collection was ‘THE SECRET GARDEN’. All the characters & elements made on the quilt’s are an
imagination of a child’s dream garden. Each quilt portrays a different story behind a child’s idea of his/her
secret garden. From all the colorful candy popping flowers to alien playing basketball in a court and other
elements are placed, appliquéd, quilted by hand. Also the little detailing of eyes,legs,nose,etc are hand
embroidered by the artisans. Every corner of the quilt mention’s Pero tags and the women artisans’ name
who were responsible to convert my sketches into a reality.
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My brief was to develop abstract mural concept and arrangement on the theme of Fire, and Water for
the Adipa studio, Pune. To bring an innovative aspect to the modular unit based murals, I decided to
incorporate cutwork in it.
Firstly I tested cutwork in the stoneware clay used at the studio in flat based and three-dimensional
based mural units. Then created different mural concepts and their arrangements. With the approval
of Mrs. Ruby Jhunjhunwala, the well known studio artist of Pune, who was my mentor at the studio, a
few mural concept and arrangements were selected. To make the modular units for the murals, I made
the necessary POP moulds or directly made the units from clay slabs, applied appropriate cutwork on it,
bisque fired it, applied glazes on it, fired again, arranged them in a mural representation and finally had
them fixed on the wall.
Of the three murals I created at the studio, each of them have their own story with respect to their
concept, design and color.
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The design brief was to set up an independent ceramic studio and develop products suitable for running
the same. The objective of the project was to create an environment which is suitable for working in
Ceramics. The first part of the project would constitute a basic infrastructural ceramic studio
development. The second part of which would involve setting up a kiln, purchasing basic machinery,
finding raw material suppliers and so on. Once the studio would have taken a physical form, the next
part would be developing the clay body to be used along with suitable glaze and colours. This would be a
time consuming process involving sample trials. Along with the first part simultaneously market research
had to be conducted to understand the market for the products created in the studio. The final stage of
project would be creating products that are in demand in the market. It would involve design
development and implementing the same using the infrastructure, clay and glazes developed earlier.
During the project, ovenproof tableware was selected as the product range. Technical aspect along with
design aesthetics was covered in it. The technique of production was through moulds which would
encouraged identical batch production of the set.
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The brief was to study and understand the existing products and product range of the organization and
come up with a line of planters with smart & easy to execute techniques and production friendly
construction.
Besides this, a whole market research and trend forecast was taken into account to come up with new
concepts and execute designs that responded to the research. The preliminary study included visits to the
garden stores in the city along with online store research followed by the trend forecast consideration.
Compiling all the data, the final designs executed were inspired from pebbles, flowers and movement
pattern.
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For my Diploma Project I had to design the Display system for Jewellery for my client, Studio Kassa in
Jaipur. I develop the system with its props. I took the inspiration from the studio itself which helped me a
lot to conceptualizing the product. My best advantage was to work with the designer who worked from
designing to marketing through the studio. I explored two different materials with opposite techniques
that is traditional vs advanced which was major learning during the project.
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Through this project I wanted to explore the extents of stone as a material. I have had a love for stone
for as long as I can remember. This love was encouraged at Frozen Music, with the endless varieties of
stones. Not only is it extraordinary how this material can be manipulated to create master pieces, but the
stone in itself holds so much beauty, poise and character. I hoped to incorporate stone in my design as the
principle component while maintaining the exclusivity of the brand Frozen Music.
One would rarely find the use of stone in furniture, especially in indoor furniture. Even if you do, it’s
largely in the form of surfaces. The design concept started with the idea of a stone bowl as a base, for
functional or decorative purposes. Different variations of the same were explored, combining metal
frame with the stone bowl. Juxtaposition and views from different angles were used to introduce the
inspiration – harmony of organic and inorganic. Keeping the inspiration and the design concept in mind, a
form was developed taking inorganic shapes in the planar view. While when viewed in elevation the form
will appear to have movement and organic character, showing that one can’t exist without the other.
The final product consisted of a stone bowl which provides the product with weight and stability, the top
is made in glass allowing for clear view of the form and the beauty of the stone.
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Redefining Ajarakh – A collection of saris, stoles and dupattas.
The project was to develop a range of contemporary designs for saris, stoles and dupattas by combining
ajarakh block print and different dying techniques like shibori, clamp dye, tie-dye etc. The collection was
designed using the traditional ajarakh motifs so as to give it a fresh look to the products. Playing with the
print, patterns, textures and the process of ajarakh was an integral part of the project.
The preliminary study of project started with studying the origin and the process of Ajarakh block
printing. Ajarakh is one of the most complex and fine forms of block printing in the world, complex
patterns and multiple overlays of colours and design elements are achieved by following a long process
involving many stages of printing, washing and drying the fabric repeatedly. Another technique used was
shibori, the Japanese technique for a variety of ways of embellishing and manipulating textiles by shaping
cloth and securing it before dying. The colour palette used for the collection was earthy-natural colours
and the fabrics used were cotton malmal and chanderi.
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Waste to Wealth
As per Gramshree, project brief was to design a range of hand- stitched and machine- stitched bags with
the waste fabric in Gramshree. Expanding the brief further, I had to utilize their katran or waste cloth
material which has not been used for years. The idea was to develop handcrafted products which can be
used in the upcoming collection for their store. This project aimed to achieve sustainable design. I had to
think in terms of design by which the project can sustain itself and is easy to make. The designs had to be
simple, utilizing the waste cloth which is in stock of Gramshree, minimizing the cost and maximizing the
marketing potential. Hand Skills had to be the focus. Methods of marketing this as a new collection had
to be considered. For this project I have taken inspiration from PATCHWORK & ORIGAMI.
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I was asked to design a range of 2 collections based on “Harlequin”; where one collection for Dining Room
would be based on conventional Harlequin colours (Blue, Yellow, Red and Sea Green and black as an
accent colour) while the other Living Room collection would be in Black and White scheme having Blue,
Yellow, Red and Sea green as accent colours. The collection was based on the earlier existing range of
products in Silver category, which had to be kept in mind while designing and expanding the subject into
the textiles category. The company has its niche in the surface manipulation techniques therefore that
has to be kept in mind, meanwhile the main task was to introduce Cotton fabric in the product range as
the main material of the collection since the company mostly seemed to be working in silk fabrics.
Product Range:
Dining Room: -Table Cover -Table Runner - Place mats x 6 - Tea Napkins x 6 - Napkins x 6 - Tea cosy Apron - Curtain x 2 - Upholstery
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Living Room: -Range of cushions in 3 different sizes (14” x 14”, 16” x 16” and 24”x 24”) - Table Runner Curtain x 2
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Design brief for my diploma project was to design Terracotta Oven tableware range for household use
focusing on both aesthetics and health benefits of terracotta.
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The most commonly used materials for bakeware are Aluminum, Non-stick, Silicon, Ceramic, Borosil and
paper. Terracotta has been used in cooking since the early ages, but is not considered reliable and fine
quality material as it is cheaply available and its porosity. So, this project is an attempt to bring terracotta
ware into the category for household use for the purpose of healthy and decorative baking and as a serving
ware. To maximize the health and cooking advantages of terracotta and also for the rustic appearance of it,
I found it fair to design a product line in which the food is baked from the oven and presented onto the table
in the same container. The final product list consists of entire range you need for an intimate dinner party
with friends and family. The finalized product line includes a Baking dish, Pie dish, Baking tray, Ramekins,
Bread pan and Garlic roaster.
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My Project Brief was to create a range of tea ware, deriving inspiration from different tea cultures around
the world. I wanted the ranges to offer a unique experience to a tea consumer. I have worked on forms
and material, considering the brewing processes of tea. For aesthetics, I have taken inspiration from the
Chinese and Japanese culture, as they are home to two major tea ceremonies, namely, Gongfu and
Chanoyu. I have derived inspiration from these ceremonies both in the sense of ergonomics and function.
I have designed a resteeping tea ware range which includes a Teapot for steeping tea, a Pitcher to contain
hot water at the right temperature to brew tea, two tea bowls to drink from, a strainer to strain out the
tea leaves and a tea tray which collects water poured out from the teapot. I have designed this range
after studying different tea cafes and tea houses. I have also designed an infuser mug as an accessory
which is meant for small or one time steeping or for office going tea lovers. The process of brewing tea
in this range is exactly like gongfu cha. I have chosen Terracotta for material because it helps cool the
temperature of water sooner than Porcelain or Stoneware, as water over 60-80 degrees Celsius should
not ideally be used to steep tea leaves as it damages the flavour. So the water needs to be boiled to 100
degrees and then cooled down to the right temperature according to the type of tea.
While working on this project, I have been intrigued to learn more on the subject. It has been an
enthralling experience in every aspect. I have realised the importance of having a proactive approach
towards work and the importance of keeping specific - time bound goals. It is during this tenure that I
have realised how important design process is. I have realised that mistakes as well as follies can also
offer a new learning.
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“Good design is making something intelligent and memorable. Great design is making something
memorable and meaningful” – Dieter Rams
My project brief was to design a range of tableware for a barbeque restaurant. Barbeque is a thrilling and
dramatic food experience that has to be created at restaurants by live cooking. There is a lot of zest and
appeal to it as there is fire, there is coal and then there are the fragrances of different food items cooking.
I wanted my range of tableware to incorporate that drama and zest so as to create a pleasing experience
for any dinner. My forms and aesthetics have been inspired by the Japanese barbeque technique which is
called Robatayaki or Robata. I have taken very simple and functional forms and used very dramatic glazes
that give a sense of fire. Robata usually takes place on a counter like setting where cooking takes place
live. A lot of condiments are served along with sake and tea.
I have designed this range of tableware so as to capture that element of extravaganza that goes around
in a Robatayaki restaurant. The product range includes centre plate, soy bottles, condiment bowls,
chopstick rests, sake cups, sushi platters, teapot and tea bowls. The product range incorporates very
subtle forms and speckled or textured glazes so as to bring out the zesty element. The range offers a
unique experience while creating balance between simple forms and strong visual-tactile textures.
My experience while working on this project has been a tremendous learning. Time management and
planning is key to any kind of task. I had to keep measured paces at each step of product development
and ideation. I have learnt to deal with clients and to work in accordance with their specifications.
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“Brief was to represent the rich heritage and art of India through jewellery pieces for the
foreign travellers.”
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It was a great journey to represent rich art of Ajanta and Ellora caves on the contemporary jewellery
pieces that can be sold as a souvenir for the foreign travellers. It was never easy as to come up with
something which is very trendy as well as relate to century old architecture or monument. Lots of study
goes behind understanding of cuts and carvings of the India’s one of the oldest heritage site and
formatting them into a jewellery piece.
Idea behind choosing the caves of Ajanta and Ellora is to show richness and art of this particular historic
era of Indian architecture in the jewellery. Inspite of having very less resources they created incredible
architecture and caves which may be easy to recreate even in today’s technological age.
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The project ‘The Flavour of Clay’ is a humble endeavour to re-disocver the joy of healthy cooking in
earthenware. I have explored and tried to re-establish the fact that old is gold and that the traditional
earthenware can be used effectively to cook a wide variety of food in a modern kitchen. I started out my
project by studying the various kinds of food, their preparation methods and the kinds of vessels used to
make them. A lot of recipes had similar bases and we generally tend to identify these food varieties by
the kind of vessels they have been made in. I decided to try and make certain cookware that had to be in a
particular form and imitated them in terracotta.
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The main aims of my project were to :
- Develop functional ware in terracotta for the global market, by working closely with local artisans.
- Use various surface finishes and firing methods for developing such a range.
- Popularise, revive and sustain traditional cooking methods which are eco friendly.
- To introduce earthenware in the modern kitchens where only teflon coated non stick pans are being
used for convenience and ease of handling.
- To also make a conscious effort to bring awareness about our rich culture and tradition in the younger
generations.
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We see the wood furniture mostly in straight members and having a cubical form as this is easy to
accomplish and cheaper to mass manufacture. Sangrah living room collection highlights the fluent form
that wood can take. This collection takes form cues from the Streamline Modern Design movement of
late 1930s. The solid smooth curves with natural grains give a soft yet strong character to the furniture.
The craft of Tarkashi (brass wire inlay) adds depth to the design in form of surface embellishment and
simultaneously makes it a timeless classic piece. The artwork by designer is done by Master craftsman
Shri Ramdayalji Sharma of Jaipur, who is a National award winner. The cushions of the seating is
replaceable with easily changeable cushion covers. The whole furniture is also knock-down in 10 flat
frames (seating and centre table) and thus can be easily transported and assembled. The knockdown
feature in no way compromises the strength of the furniture. Also special care taken so that the
simplicity and elegance of wood texture is not lost in the final finish. Sangrah collection aims to
provide distinct character and charm to living room belonging to connoisseurs of craft.
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Wood furniture, nowadays we see are mostly made with hardware and has combination of different
materials. This makes it very difficult to decompose them after its service life. It is very easy to make the
furniture with nails, bolts and screws but can be a global change if made without them.
Synergy living room collection breaks the monotony and is conceptualized with set constraint of not
using any hardware and Limited components for assembly. It is the first step towards sustainability in the
manufacturing of furniture with eco-friendly material. This coffee table is fully knockdown having only
three components that are radially repeated four times to accomplish one piece which makes it very easy
to transport in quarter size box. The furniture doesn’t require any tool, which makes it very playful for the
buyer to assemble at home.
The craft of Marquetry (Wood inlay) in this table is used as joinery. The four-center joinery pieces are
modified from the famous butterfly joint by George Nakashima that looks like beautiful Ikat pattern. The
surface embellishment elegantly creates an illusion of four petals coming together radially to accomplish
the surface of the table and Ikat binds them together. The Synergy collection aims to provide distinct
character and elegance to your living space and responds to sustainability in craft design thus, a must
have in your living room.
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My project brief was to design comfortable, ready to assemble indoor furniture for urban
residences so as to utilize space in an effective manner. I have designed the furniture in a way
that it is production friendly for manufacturing units and artisans. My focus throughout the
ideation and product development phase has been on the following points: Comfort, Reasonable
price, light weight, portable, easy to dismantle-assemble and production friendly. I have analysed
certain urban houses, tried to understand their needs and problems relating to furniture and have
tried to solve those problem areas through design intervention. I have conducted an in depth research
and study of interior and design trends in order to decide the brief. A thorough market study and a
comprehensive user study has helped me to understand the user and the market better, so as to derive
inferences for designing a space saving and appealing dining table for an urban home.
I have used steel and wood together in my concept. The steel frame gives the table proper balance and
gives it a minimal aesthetic look. The concept demanded focus on areas like joinery and hardware related
segments. The prototyping process also required precision and care. I have personally learnt a lot in the
entire duration of this project. I have understood the importance of design development and time
management. The tenure of almost 5 months of the project helped in learning how design for a specific
audience takes place. The exercise of working a different viewpoint that needed to be taken into
consideration when designing the furniture, was an eye opener. The challenge of building a new
concept for the market at an affordable price took the entire design knowledge gained from this institute.
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The Final Year Diploma Project was done with Design ni Dukaan, an architectural studio, based in
Ahmedabad. The concept chosen for the project is ‘Patang’, keeping Ahmedabad as context in mind.
Patang is craft culture of Ahmedabad. From its making to celebrating the festival of Uttarayan, it involves
different communities who collectively participate, encouraging this craft and culture with enthusiasm
every year. Thereby it gives az kaleidoscopic identity to the city. It connects people of Ahmedabad and
thus, it deeply inspired me to consider it as a concept for my project. The idea was to develop furniture
and products under on this concept, where the design should be modern, functional, durable and
timeless, following firm’s design language.
The center table with a side table is designed keeping Gujarat’s love for low height furniture in mind. The
table has void and drawers for storage, and brass bowl detail on the top for décor/storage. Its form, and
the colorful kite marquetry pattern on the surface brings warmth and delight to the space. The side table,
with brass frame slides neatly up to the sofa or chair and provides perfect flat surface and provision to
hold cup of coffee or laptop.
The form of the sofa chair is modern and industrial, yet ethnic, and provides comfortable seating. The bed
side, minimalistic, Brass and Wood Table Lamp cum Book holder helps in holding 2-3 books, and allows
one to read conveniently at the same time. And the cool and minimalistic Wood and Brass pen holder
cum organizer holds pens, small stationary objects like pen-drive, pins, keychains etc. in place.
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My brief was to design a chair for the discussion area in an office. A simple ergonomic chair , provides
comfort and is light weight. I have used croslite, a recyclable material , a proprietary closed cell resin
material which is not plastic or rubber. It is an extraordinary impact absorbing resin material which is
used for maximum cushioning. The closed cell properties resist odour, bacterial and fungal growth is
non-toxic. I have aesthetically designed a practical as well as attractive chair using metal pipe with
colorful fabric . My design keywords were Light-weight -Ergonomic -Simple -Comfortable - Sustainable
- Production friendly. The Product is price sensitive as our Client is in competition with highly specialized
Furniture Companies with CNC Technologies and low labour cost outside as well as in India. The concept
was to study anthropometry, posture, and workplace design. It made me understand the use of
discussion chair in the office. Croslite material and marino felt are used on the seat and backrest for
providing cushion. The metal pipe has been welded together to form the basic structure of the chair. The
croslite material is attached on the seat by using clinching nut combination. Felt has been stitched to the
croslite material. The discussion chair has strong structure providing comfort using croslite and felt on
the seat and backrest. Ergonomically usable for the office . Production friendly and sustainable chair.
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“Designed three collections of sarees and stoles in Kota Doria craft of Rajasthan using varied printing and
dyeing techniques”
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Kota Doria weaving is a technique of Kota, Rajasthan which is famous for its light weight and transparent
fabric. Here the oldest and well known craft of Rajasthan is represented in whole new way by using a warp
printed technique in which warp that are setup on loom are first printed using hand blocks then weaved to
create a different yet unique effect. As this craft is a representation of Rajasthan, the motifs that are used in
saree are also derived from its architecture. The technique is very difficult to achieve as no artisans are ready
to work on it.
Second collection is also a Kota Doria stoles that are dip dyed meaning the threads before going on a loom
are tie dyed in different ways to create interesting effects while weaving. These all stoles are naturally dyed
in indigo.
Third collection is Kota Doria sarees represented in mud resist dabu printing techniques using the same
architectural motifs of Rajasthani architecture.
Idea behind working on same fabric using different techniques is to represent the one fabric in different and
contemporary styles which is demanded by my client.
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The key features that summaries the entire work experience at Shilpi Handicraft are:
1. Various tie & dye, clamping, folding techniques and how to recognize a fabric’s surface design.
2. Practical insight on how the industries function in the textile design field.
3. To be prepared for the worst conditions and still be able to justify your work.
4. How to make production friendly designs.
5. How to work with artisans.
6. Being an active multitasking person.
7. The importance of thinking positive and being calm.
The overall experience in the diploma project has been an eye opener for me which has motivated me to
work for the betterment of the society and in a way gives back a part of our contribution to the society.
The sense of teamwork seen among the special people is appreciable and is something that everyone
should learn.
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The brief of this 4 month Diploma project was to get an exposure into the practical real life situations,
constraints and opportunities and study how to put into use the multidisciplinary skills of design,
technology, analysis and marketing which directly or indirectly creates an impact on the craft sector. The
preliminary project included an internship in Shilpi Handicrafts, Jaipur, Rajasthan. It involved understanding several craft oriented techniques like Tie and Dye, Clamping, Folding techniques and an insight on how
the industries function in the textile design field. The major part of it also involved continuously working
with the artisans and labour and making production friendly designs. The 4 months internship has given
me an insight on what could be the standards that a textile design student is expected to work, and what
all responsibilities she needs to take care of. It has also put forth a wide range area of options with the
textile field in which a person can choose his area according to his performance.
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My brief was to design a collection on decorative cushions for spring summer 2017. The collection of
decorative cushions will have 10 sets containing 5 cushions each. The client is an aware customer who
wants the product to be experimental and explorative. Their taste is modern yet classic. Colours are taken
from PANTONE colour analysis for S/S 2017 – NIAGARA(blue), KALE(green) and BLACK. The colour palette
will contain minimum of darker shade and more of its tints and tones. The Japanese technique of tie-dye
(shibori) was used to give design details along with minimal of Kantha embroidery technique. The designs
are inspired by Japanese umbrella, contemporarized with geometry and minimalism. Product category –
square cushion (24/24 and 16/16), lumbar cushion (14/30) and circular cushion (16/16).
Design a range of women’s wear with western cuts. The mood revolves around summer days following the
season’s longer days in the month of ‘June.’ It is the time to open-up and feel free at the start of mid year.
This complete collection will be in Khadi.
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The collection is a range of home furnishing fabrics for autumn winter 2017-18 season under Green
consultation programme using natural dyeing and handloom weaving for European market. The range
of woven samples was developed with different thicknesses of yarn and colour variations using in-house
developed natural dyes. The final collection utilises twill weave techniques and its variations on 4 shaft
hand looms. Woven designs are easy and production friendly considering the skills of artisans and incurs
low production cost.
The collection project involved extensive research on traditional practice of natural dye extraction from
raw natural produce. Method of extracting new shades (0.5%, 1%, 2%) were also revived and developed
further with technical details. In total 12 shades from yarns to fabrics on hand-loom and power-loom
fabrics were developed. The dry and wet staining test on crock-meter were also done on dye samples
produced. Color fastners to light and washing tests (on cotton and wool) at Textiles committee resulted
in passed score of 3-4 implying readiness for usage in commercial fabric production.
The collection primarily aims to provide a profitable, fulfilling, sustainable, dignified income-earning and
life-improving activity for the less skilled rural artisans. The collection follows IS standard and is currently
being supplied to India handloom agencies in Jaipur and also being exported.
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I had done my diploma project with kesula company (part of shilpi handicraft) Sanganer, Jaipur. My
brief was to develop a range of saris by using indigo color technique and to develop a range of stoles by
utilizing the waste materials and exsisting blocks of the company. For the first range (indigo saris), I took
yourba prints of yourbaland of Nigeria as an inspiration. Yorba prints includes geometric, skewmorphic,
celestiomorphic, letters, figural and zoomorphic patterns. For the second range, I took imprints of tyres
on road and sand as an inspiration. I took this because as per research of the company’s exsisting blocks
the prints of tyres are conveint to show. The final products of both the ranges made goes through the
various stages includes; trend study, market research, exsisting design research, printing process,
technique exploration, initial doodles, color explorations etc.
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I used the opportunity of self-sponsored diploma project. I took this project as a brand, whose vision is
to become a statement of classy and fashionable women. I didn’t bind myself to use one or two craft or
technique. I tried to explore as much as I could. Brief was to design a range of 7 garments, I took today’s
confident and passionate women age of 20-30 as my inspiration, who value the Indian crafts and follow
the trends. I targeted the customer of upper middle and below upper class. I researched to all three levels
of Indian market. Through my collection, I tried to depict the nature and lifestyle of today’s women.
Geometrical and contemporary Surface embellishment was the medium of depiction through our Indian
crafts. I worked for artisan’s upliftment, technique development, concept and ideas on fabric
implementation and tried to keep the uniqueness and skill of crafts alive. For this project I worked as
design-techno manager. The most valued thing I have gained is tthe experience, knowledge and the joy
of working with the artisans. I want to pay my gratitude to IICD family for all the precious moments and
their appreciation and a special thanks to my mentor Miss. Anuja and Mr. Abhishek Chaudhary to guide
and support throughout the project.
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